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TSS Solutions has been integral to national defense, homeland security, and counter-drug
and counter-terrorism initiatives for almost 30 years. We have established a reputation as a
proven and capable business partner, integrating our engineering, manufacturing,
service, and operational expertise to benefit the customers we serve. We are at the cutting
edge of radar upgrades and reengineering technology, sharing and leveraging our
expertise with customers across the globe.

REPLACED/UPGRADED
EQUIPMENT
• Display
• Transmitter
• Rotary Joint
• Frequency Generator
• IFF
• Array System Amplifier
• RF Driver

ADDITIONS
• L-band Transmitter & Receiver System
• Processor Tracker Server
• Data output via
• TFOCA, Fiber Optic Interfaces
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DISPLAYS

Existing displays will be replaced with our new touchscreen LCDs to provide significant usability
enhancements including software that provides superior tactical interfaces for operators. All
tracked, and untracked videos are output from the video processor as ASTRIX format ethernet
signals in a CAT-240 format. The additional capabilities added to the AN/TPS-75 Signal and
post-processing functions include ADS-B data incorporated and available at the output and on
the display. Legacy maintenance display functions can optionally be integrated into and
handled by the TSS PPI display.

TRANSMITTER

The TSS Transmitter incorporates the new TSS solid-state RF Driver. The new solid-state
modulator has scalable output modulator power. This allows the modulator to decrease the
brute force pulsing required in the past, which brings redundancy and longevity due to reduced
pulse intensity. The output can be adjusted as a portion of the total in increments, which allows
even degraded systems to continue to operate. The new Klystrons can output up to 4 MW but
will allow longer service as the tube ages when a lower output is selected. The solid-state
modulators are redundant, allowing full power operation with one modulator failure and
reduced power operation with two failed modulators.

RF DRIVER

The new TSS Solid State RF Driver reduces the cost of future repairs and offers considerable
benefits. The increased phase stability of the output pulses allows better MTI performance on
the receiver side, and increased output power to 4kW (adjustable) allows more extended use as
the driver ages and allows the user to compensate for output power fall off later in its life. The
TSS RF Driver is part of the TSS Transmitter but is also available in a FFF chassis to upgrade OEM
RF Drivers in the TPS-43, 70, and 75 Radars. This design eliminates DMS issues.

ROTARY JOINT

The TSS Solutions Rotary Joint is a custom proprietary design utilizing Roll-Ring Technology,
upgraded bearings for longer life, and a Carbon Face seal to control pressure leakage. It has an
enhanced S-Band component supporting the TSS Transmitter, single-mode fiber-optic
capability, and an enhanced power coupler to provide additional power capacity at the antenna
for upgrades. It provides connectivity for IFF Mode 5 and Mode S.

FREQUENCY GENERATOR

The newly designed Frequency Generator upgrade incorporates 16 individual protected
oscillators, which output the full suite of TPS frequencies typically selected by processor
settings. The design does not contain a synthesizer or the inherent frequency drooping at the
upper and lower frequency bands the older technology experiences. This Frequency Generator
uses solid-state, ultra-reliable components, replacing the crystal set/synthesizer modules. Key
benefits are increased MTBF, phase stability, and a much more reliable MTI operation. This
design eliminates DMS issues. This upgrade re-utilizes the existing Frequency Generator chassis
as a base.
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IFF

The TSS Solutions IFF Mode 5 & Mode S upgrade incorporates AN/UPX-41, or AN/UPX-44A,
which is the first IFF interrogator to achieve the more stringent test requirements of the new “B”
level AIMS certification. The first AN/UPX-44A IFF production system has been delivered to
JASDF U.S. The AN/UPX-44A is DoD AIMS program office certified. The TSS IFF upgrade requires
the capabilities of the TSS Rotary Joint and makes antenna system modifications to support
Mode 5 & S.

ARRAY SYSTEM AMPLIFIER

TSS Array System Amplifiers (ASA) are installed on each of the 48 waveguide sticks; antenna gain
is increased while lowering the noise floor. In conjunction with modern high-performance TSS IF
Receivers, additional processing can be accomplished after detection and throughput to the
new TSS video processor. The TSS ASA’s also incorporates solid-state receiver protection, which
helps compensate for degrading gas tube protectors in the waveguide system and provides a
test signal input. This gives the Radar extensive control of the video processor tracker, working
on a higher signal amplitude above the inherent noise floor.

IF RECEIVERS

The TSS Solutions IF Receivers upgrade the existing receivers eliminating the DMS issues.
Enhanced gain and noise floor performance adds additional stability under temperature
variations and is a form-fit and function replacement for the older units.
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PROCESSOR TRACKER

Adding our video Tracker software
to the display system adds the
Video post-processing
enhancements, which allow the
operator to deal with clutter areas
in the environment of the sited
Radar.

DATA DELIVERY

All tracked, and untracked videos
are output from the video
processor as ASTRIX format
ethernet signals in a CAT-240
format. Data delivery via the TFOCA
interface is also available.
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Corporate Headquarters
7800 Technology Dr
West Melbourne, FL 32904
To Contact Our Team:
Tel: 321.242.0000
Sales and Services Hotline: 877.724.TSSS(8777)
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